We discuss Einstein's eld equations in the presence of signature change using variational methods, obtaining a generalization of the Lanczos equation relating the distributional term in the stress tensor to the discontinuity of the extrinsic curvature. In particular, there is no distributional term in the stress tensor, and hence no surface layer, precisely when the extrinsic curvature is continuous, in agreement with the standard result for constant signature.
I. INTRODUCTION
Classical cosmological models containing an initial region of Euclidean signature joined to a nal region with the usual Lorentzian signature were introduced by Ellis et al. [1, 2] . A basic feature of this work is the use of the Darmois junction conditions at the surface where the signature changes. This assumption has been questioned by H a yward [3] , who prefers to assume the stronger conditions appropriate for quantum cosmology. We argue here in favor of the Darmois approach b y deriving these junction conditions from the Einstein-Hilbert action.
What are Einstein's equations in the presence of signature change? Formal computation quickly goes astray: A signature-changing metric is necessarily degenerate at the hypersurface of signature change. The Geroch-Traschen conditions [4] for the existence of a distributional curvature tensor thus fail to be satised, and it is not clear whether a preferred connection exists. Supposing that a suitable distributional connection is available, the distributional curvature tensor could be readily constructed, but it would still be unclear at best how t o r e v erse its trace with the degenerate metric to obtain a distributional Einstein tensor.
We adopt instead a variational approach, and begin with the natural generalization of the Einstein-Hilbert action to signature change, subtracting the standard surface term used in the nondegenerate case in the presence of boundaries. We choose to work with a discontinuous metric, as this permits the introduction of a frame which is orthonormal almost everywhere. Having made these choices, we nd that the variations proceed unchanged from the degenerate case, and we recover the identical result: The Darmois conditions (continuity of the extrinsic curvature) ensure the absence of a surface layer, and the Lanczos equation relates the discontinuity of the extrinsic curvature to the surface stress tensor. The former result agrees with one of Embacher's variational principles [5] ; the latter result is new.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II we introduce the necessary notation for dealing with signature change, and introduce the concept of an \almost" orthonormal frame. In Section III we review the standard EinsteinHilbert variational principle for Einstein's equations, showing that the usual derivation applies without change. Finally, in Section IV we discuss our results.
II. NOTATION
Let be a (smooth) hypersurface in a smooth n-dimensional manifold M which divides M into disjoint open regions M with smooth, nondegenerate metric tensors g . We will assume that the limits g j exist, and that the pullbacks of g j to agree. The common pullback is the induced metric on , which will be further assumed to be nondegenerate and which will be denoted by h. In particular, we are assuming that is not null.
A tensor eld F is said to be regularly discontinuous [6, 7] if F is continuous on M and if the one-sided limits Permanent address
exist. The discontinuity of F is the tensor on dened by F = F + j F j (2) Note that F itself need only be dened on M . In the continuous metric approach, one assumes that g = 0; this is the standard assumption for constant signature. If the signatures of g dier, g j will necessarily be degenerate (det g j = 0) in this approach, whereas for constant signature one can also assume that g j is nondegenerate. In the nondegenerate metric approach, one instead assumes that g j are not degenerate. If the signatures of g dier, this necessarily implies that g 6 = 0; in this case, we will refer to this approach as the discontinuous metric approach.
The two approaches are mutually exclusive in the presence of signature change, whereas for constant signature one normally makes both sets of assumptions.
Introduce an orthonormal (with respect to h) frame on , i.e. a basis fê i ; i = 1 :::n 1g of 1-forms on . In each of M separately, we can extend this to a smooth orthonormal frame fe a g = fe 0 ; e i g with e i j =ê i . We have e i = 0 b y construction, and we will further assume that e 0 = 0 . This can always be done in the continuous metric approach, although if the signature changes we have e 0 j = 0 . F or discontinuous metrics, this is a further restriction on g , which amounts to assuming that both 1-sided notions of unit normal vector to are the same | which w ould imply continuity of the metric if the signature were constant | or equivalently that proper time/distance from is a C 1 coordinate. Let fX a g denote the basis of vector elds on M which is dual to fe a g. Note that in the presence of signature change, X 0 will admit limits to only in the discontinuous case. (5) where e 0 here denotes the common limit of e 0 to . However, in the continuous metric approach for a signaturechanging metric, these limits are identically zero! We therefore take the nondegenerate metric approach in the remainder of the paper, resulting in discontinuous metrics if the signature changes. We emphasize that this choice means that both 
where we h a v e dropped the index. For an orthonormal frame fe a g, dg ab = 0 (9) and the unique metric-compatible, torsion-free connection is given by [8] 2g am ! m b = g mn e m i Xa i X b (de n ) + g an i X b (de n ) g mb i Xa (de m ) (10) where g ab = g(X a ; X b ) (11) By assumption, g ab is regularly discontinuous. We will further assume that the connection 1-forms ! a b are regularly discontinuous. Physically, this means that not only g but also their derivatives admit 1-sided limits to , so that M [ are (pseudo) Riemannian manifolds-with-boundary.
III. VARIATIONAL APPROACH
We rst review the Palatini formalism for obtaining Einstein's equations in vacuum for nondegenerate metrics. We then show b y example how to include matter elds, and nally consider degenerate metrics.
A. Nondegenerate Metrics
The Einstein-Hilbert action on a manifold with nondegenerate metric but without boundary can be written in terms of the Lagrangian density L EH =g ac R c b e â e b (12) where the curvature 2-forms R a b are dened by
We adopt the Palatini approach and vary the action separately with respect to e a and ! a b , noting that g ac is constant, R c b is independent o f e a , and the remaining factor is independent o f ! a b .
T aking the ! variation rst, if ! 
Thus, Since there is no boundary, the surface term does not contribute. Furthermore, using (7) in the last term yields 
The result of the ! variation is thus that the connection must be torsion-free 1
Moving on to the e variation, we obtain 1 We h a v e assumed that the connection is metric-compatible. A similar computation starting instead from the assumption that the connection is torsion-free leads to the requirement that the connection be metric-compatible. A general computation, making no a priori restriction on the connection, results in an equation relating the nonmetricity of the connection to its torsion [9] .
e (e a^eb [8] (^X [ 
The stress 1-forms are related to the stress tensor T by a = T (X a ; X b ) e b (32) (compare (24)). If we n o w take as our total Lagrangian L = L EH 16GL (33) then the variation with respect to ! is unchanged, and the variation with respect to e yields Einstein's equations in the form
C. Signature Change
We n o w consider a manifold M divided as before into disjoint open regions M by a h ypersurface . We will take as our Lagrangian the piecewise sum of the Einstein-Hilbert Lagrangians. For variations with support away from , everything is as before, and we obtain Einstein's equations separately in the two regions. But for variations of ! in a neighborhood of , the surface term which w e previously discarded would now contribute, and we do not wish to impose any a priori conditions on the smoothness of the variations of !, and thus implicitly on ! itself. We thus modify the Einstein-Hilbert action by adding a surface term
and note that this will precisely cancel the surface term in the variation of !. We emphasize that this change in the action has nothing to do with signature change, and is required for the standard, constant signature case [5, 11] .
We t h us consider the theory with action
and reiterate that variations with support away from lead as expected to Einstein's equations and the torsion-free condition separately in the two regions. If we n o w assume that and we see at once that 0 is continuous, as it only depends on the frame at . Requiring that (38) vanish for arbitrary variations, we t h us obtain the boundary condition 
relating the discontinuity in the extrinsic curvature to the surface stress tensor. This equation is identical in form to that obtained when the metric is nondegenerate. One usually assumes X0 is geodesic to ensure that K only has components tangent to ; it is in any case only these components which matter. One can therefore without loss of generality restrict X and Y to the tangent space to , which i s spanned by fXi : i = 1 ; :::; n 1g.
IV. DISCUSSION
signature change, so in this approach it is not clear what one should mean by a surface layer. And for discontinuous metrics, it is not even clear whether a (distributional) metric-compatible connection exists, since the standard computational techniques involve contracting the distributional derivatives of the metric with the discontinuous metric. One intriguing possibility i n v olves a connection which is merely discontinuous but not metric-compatible [14] . Even with a discontinuous (as opposed to distributional) connection, however, the formal computation of Einstein's equations fails in general: While a distributional curvature tensor (or 2-form) can be constructed, with a signature-changing metric there is no way t o t a k e the trace to obtain the Einstein tensor.
Our results agree with Embacher [5] that the boundary condition obtained from the action (35) is precisely that the extrinsic curvature be continuous, which is the well-known Darmois junction condition for the absence of a surface layer [15] . Our derivation thus supports the work of several authors [1, 2, 16, 17] who postulate the Darmois conditions for Einstein's equations in the presence of signature change. Hellaby and Dray [16{18] have pointed out, however, that in the presence of signature change the Darmois junction conditions are not sucient to obtain the usual conservation laws, in contrast to the usual situation [4,19{22] . We note in particular that Kossowski and Kriele's claim [23] that the Darmois conditions lead to a surface layer which w as missed by Ellis is incorrect [24] , as it is based on a smoothness assumption which does not hold in the Darmois approach.
We emphasize that not only does our work support our previous claims that the Darmois junction conditions are precisely the conditions for there to be no surface layer in the presence of signature change, but it also derives the precise relationship between the discontinuity in the extrinsic curvature and the stress tensor of the surface layer, namely the Lanczos equation.
Our theory is constructed using standard variational techniques from a straightforward generalization of the standard Einstein-Hilbert Lagrangian. A surface term is added to avoid having to specify continuity conditions on the connection variations without knowing anything in advance about the continuity of the connection itself. It is remarkable that even though our metric is discontinuous, there is still a continuous frame which is orthonormal almost everywhere, and we w ork with this frame to avoid having to vary the metric.
One might question whether our variations of the frame e a are indeed arbitrary. There are two separate issues here, the rst being that we h a v e restricted our variations so that away from the frame remains orthonormal. This is merely a reection of the gauge freedom in Einstein's theory to work with a preferred category of frames, such a s coordinate bases, null tetrads, or orthonormal frames. The second issue is at rst sight more worrisome: Our class of nearly orthonormal frames for signature-changing metrics uniquely determines e 0 at , so that e 0 j = 0 (55) (which also restricts the variations e i j to be tangent to ). The careful reader will have noticed that we have not tried to derive the condition [ 0 ]=0from the variational principle; we now see that this can not in fact be done. Fortunately, this condition is identically satised. This is just a reection of the fact that we h a v e xed the hypersurface , so that X 0 j is a geometric object, the normal vector eld to the given surface. So long as is xed, there is no physical or geometric content to varying X 0 , or equivalently varying its dual e 0 . This point of view is supported by the fact that, if one permits such variations in the nondegenerate case, one obtains no new information. In any case, we expect our results to generalize directly to permit continuous variations of an arbitrary (non-orthonormal) frame e a , yielding the same results. Strong evidence for this claim is provided by the fact that Embacher [5] obtains the same results as us by v arying (35) with respect to the metric and connection in a coordinate basis.
Similar results to those obtained here were derived earlier for the scalar eld [10, 25] from several dierent approaches, including a variational principle. These results agree with those obtained by Ellis et al. [1, 2] for the coupled Einstein-Klein/Gordon system. Carfora and Ellis [26] have recently given a an elegant approach to signature changing spacetimes, in which the Darmois conditions are generalized to allow a dieomorphism of the surface of signature change.
